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Chances in circular procurement 

• closing material loops 
• cost savings in procurement 
• less waste (sustainable and cheaper) 



Joan Prummel - category manager waste and resources 
Netherlands Enterprise Agency 

Circular Procurement 
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Circular procurement 

• Stimulate circular propositions from the market by our 
demand 
 

• Professionalization: performance based purchasing 
 

• New contracts: PSS - buy sell back - buy resell 
 

•Arrange how to control the use after our usage 

'A product is not circular until you make it circular' 
Thomas Rau, architect 
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Town hall Brummen 



Temporary housing 
 
Uncertain future municipality 
 
Performance based: 
- 20 years 
- flexible building 
- maximum amount 
- quality = sustainability 
 
Innovation as a possibility 



Temporary housing 
 
Offer by TurnToo: servicizing! 
 
Partially agreed by the local government 
- not as a service, but buy and resell 
 
Result: 1st circular building in the world 
- storage of materials 
- materials in temporary function as a building 
- after 20 years for sale as  
   building / components / materials 
 





Confidential documents 



Confidential documents 

Total costs of disposal confidential documents: - € 1.000.000 
 
Substance 
- 100% clean white paper 
- raw material for new white paper 
 
Offer instead of demand 
- our yearly 'production' of white paper is now sold 
- guarantee of confidential disposal 
 
Total income on disposal of white paper (same flow): + € 500.000 
 

Earnings: + € 1.500.000 



Confidential documents 

 
 

1. Office paper: 
75% recycled paper, growing to 95% 
 

2. Disposal confidential paper: 
bring 25% back in office paper, growing 
with 15% each year 

Tenders 2014 
 



You don't have to see the whole staircase, 
just take the first step. 

Martin Luther King 


